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Colleagues,

Not only has the Skolkovo project succeeded, but it continues to be
successfully developed. Last year, a 95,000 square metre technology park, the
largest in Europe, was launched. In fact, Skolkovo serves as a major stepping
stone for building the economy of the future based on new ideas, intellectual
products and breakthrough technology.

Today, the Skolkovo community mostly consists of small innovation companies.
By the end of 2016, there were 1,640 of them. Of this total, 10 percent are
about to gain a foothold in the global markets, while the aggregate revenue
of Skolkovo residents almost reached 50 billion roubles last year.

Skolkovo is also a research platform, including for major corporations.
Russia’s leading companies from the fuel and energy sector, equipment
manufacturing, electronics and many other industries have set up innovation
units here or are about to do so. As many as 85 industrial companies have
signed agreements to set up their research centres in Skolkovo, with foreign
companies accounting for a third of our industrial partners.

Skolkovo is also an educational centre. The Skolkovo Gymnasium will open on 1
September in a new, state-of-the-art building, and the first construction
stage of the Skoltech building is about to be completed. The university is
already proactive in its research and development activity. More than a third
of its faculty members used to work for foreign universities, including our
compatriots who decided to return to Russia. In addition to Russian students,
many foreign students attend Skoltech, some from the BRICS countries (Brazil,
China and India), Spain and the United States. The enrolment process is very
selective.

Over the last few years, Skolkovo has evolved into an entire city. It employs
over 3,000 people. Residential neighbourhoods are under construction for
students, faculty and the staff of innovation companies, creating a unique
urban environment with cutting-edge architectural and engineering solutions
based on the latest environment protection technology. We are paying special
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attention to supporting Skolkovo, and expect investment to come in at a
substantial amount this year. The foundation assists technology start-ups by
allocating grants, helping them raise funds and protect intellectual property
at home and abroad.
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Skolkovo actively contributes to the National Technology Initiative. I hope
that it will also join the new Digital Economy programme, which I approved
just three days ago. Skolkovo has what it needs to succeed in these efforts.

From a global perspective, Skolkovo is not just about Moscow. The foundation
also needs to assist regional teams, share its experience and promote
cooperation with the leading universities and research institutions, helping
them bring their innovations to the market and serving as a role model for
them.


